We applied existing mathematical models of blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signals to experimental data from infants in order to test the hypothesis that biphasic BOLD signal response in infants is caused by increased oxygen consumption during stimulation. The mean estimated increment of the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption (CMRO,) of the V1 in the negative response group was twice as large as that in the positive response group, corresponding to the reported difference in synaptic density. These results confirm that agedependent change of oxygen consumption can explain the shift in the BOLD signal response pattern.
INTRODUCTION
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) signals have been reported by Buxton et all. The proposed models based on measured data from both the human adult brain and that of animals clearly account for the findings of normal adult fMRI signals. Recently, photic stimulation was shown to cause negative BOLD signal changes in the primary visual cortex of infants, attributed to an increase of oxygen consumption accompanied by neural development'. In order to test this hypothesis, we applied a mathematical model for BOLD signal changes to infant fMRI data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental study
We performed fMRI on 20 infants (aged 532 weeks, corrected for gestational age at birth) and 6 adults. fMRI data was acquired using echo planner imaging (EPI) sequences (TR/TE/FA: 3000/50/90) using a 1.5T MR imager. All infants were sedated with 3-5 mg/kg of pentobarbital injected intravenously and photic stimulation was performed with 8 Hz flickering light projected onto the infants' eyelids. An initial baseline phase of rest for 30 s was followed by a photic stimulation phase for 30 s alternating with a rest phase. Time intensity profiles of bilateral V1 were converted into percent a signal-time course with respect to the pre-stimulation signal level. BOLD model compartment, the time course of normalized total venous deoxyhemoglobin contents per voxel (Total Deoxy-Hb (t)) can be expressed as follows:
Quantitative approaches to analyzing of BOLD-based Assuming that all deoxyhemoglobin is in the venous Total Deoxy-Hb (t) = Deoxy-Hb Concentration (t) x VBV (t)
Assuming that oxygen extracted from vascular space is where VBV is venous blood volume. consumed instantaneously, the oxygen extraction fraction (OEF) can be defined as:
where Ca is arterial oxygen concentration. One oxyhemoglobin is attached to four oxygen molecules. Assuming that all oxygen molecules are attached to hemoglobin, the intravascular concentration of deoxyhemoglobin can be expressed as:
Deoxy-Hb Concentration (t) = Oxy-Hb Concentration x OEF (t)
Hence Total Deoxy-Hb (t)
We modeled the temporal response of CBF, CBV, and CMRO, with exponential rise and decay3, and we assumed that the time constants of CBF, CBV, and CMRO, were 5 s, 8s and 20 s, respectively. Total Deoxy-Hb (t) was translated to a BOLD signal-time course using an equation presented by Buxton et all. We assumed that the initial venous blood volume was 3% and that the increment of CMRO, was 60%. The increment of VBV was set at 20% based on the power law relationship CBV = CBF'I3*. We estimated increments of CMRO, by fitting a theoretical BOLD signal-time course to the measured data for each subject by the least squares method.
RESULTS
All infants in the younger group (<8weeks, n=10) showed a task-related signal increase, while all infants in the elder group (ZSweeks, n=10) showed a task-related signal decrease. The mean values of the estimated increment of CMRO, were 32.2 _+ 4.7% (mean _+ sd) in the younger infant group, and 57.1 2 8.8% in the elder infant group. The plot of the estimated increment of CMRO, against the corrected age ( Fig. 1) indicates an abrupt increase in CMRO, at 8 weeks of age.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
We applied to infant data the mathematical model of the BOLD signal change, which is based on human adult and animal experiment, to infant data. The mean estimated increment of CMRO, in elder infants during photic stimulation was twice as large as that found in the younger infants. As the metabolic activity of the synapse determines the net aerobic metabolism of the cerebral cortex, CMRO, increase during activation is expected to be proportional to synaptic density. The synaptic density of the visual cortex in the term newborn increases by more than two times by several months of age and peaks at about twice the level found in adults. Hence a change of oxygen consumption with age can explain the transition from a positive to a negative BOLD response; this change of oxygen consumption parallels changes in synaptic density. As the timing of the reversal of task-related BOLD signal change corresponds to a period of rapid synaptogenesis in V1, the biphasic change represents this dynamic synaptogenesis in V1 at approximately eight weeks. REFERENCES 1. Buxton RB, et al., MRM 39, 855464,1998 . 2. Yamada H, et al., Neuroreport 8,3775-3778, 1997 . 3. Mandeville JB, et al. MRM 39,615-624,1998 Corrected age (week) Fig. 1 The task-related increments of CMRO, of V1 estimated from the BOLD signal-time course, plotted against their corrected age.
